
TIME ACTION

11:30am -12: 00pm Arrive at club.

Not later than 
12:00

Have everyone else on the RC arrive. Check RC boat 
equipment, marks and ground tackle, flags, whistle, course 
board, flags, fuel. Start engines. Check radios. Mount Starting 
Horn. Correct Problems.

12 :00-1 2:30 Observe conditions. Check weather forecast.

12: 30-12: 55 Observe potential participants. Develop overall daily strategy.

12: 58 Approx Ring gathering bell.

1:00 Begin Competitors' Meeting. If a small number of competitors 
appear to be trying to arrive, give them no more than 2 or 3 
minutes. If something is preventing a significant number from 
attending, consider postponing the Competitors' Meeting.

1: 10 Approx Upon conclusion of Competitors' Meeting, assemble all RC 
personnel, make final boat assignments, Inform Mar k Boats of 
initial area to be deployed. Make RC Signal Boat task 
assignments. 

Declare departure time. Consider the implications 
of your proximity to the restroom and how that will change very 
shortly.

1:20 Leave dock for the racing area. At all times, be aware of 
possible vessels in distress, and be prepared to render 
assistance.

1:20-1:30 Check radios, correct problems.

1:40-1:45 Select position of RC Signal Boat. Make anchor and monitor 
drag. Check in boats. Direct Windward Mark Set boat and 
Starting Mark Set boat to approximate positions.

1: 45-1:50 Assign a person to be dedicated clock watcher (Timer) with 
ability to report time remaining until the Courtesy Signal
(1: 54pm). Reaffirm persons for positions of Flag handler , Horn 
control operator. Decide on Course to be sailed and prepare 
course boards.



1: 50-1:54 Finalize Starting Mark position. Monitor Windward Mark's 
position.

1:53 Have Timer announce One minute to Courtesy Signal and 
count down to 1: 54pm.
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1:54 Sound Courtesy signal if all is going to plan. No Flags. If there 
looks to be an unavoidable delay, prepare to signal Postpone (AP 
Flag, 2 Horns), but  do not  signal it  until you are sure a delay is 
required. Place Orange Flag for Starting Line.

1:55 Make the Warning Signal(Class Flag) . Ensure that Course to be 
sailed is posted. The Starting Line may still be adjusted until 
the Preparatory Signal.

1:56 Make Preparatory Signal (P Flag), then finalize position of 
Windward Mark. The position of the Windward Mark may be 
changed until the Starting Signal.

1:59 Lower P Flag and prepare to start the race. Make sure of 
assigning a line sighter, sound signaler, and recall flag person.

1 : 59 :40 Write down Sail Numbers of boats that look like they may be
ocs

2:00 Lower Class Flag. Signal recalls if needed. Measure and record 
wind speed.

2:00-2:01 If no recall, decide if line is still square enough  and proper 
length, and if so, ready the Warning Signa l for the next Class. 
Send Starting Mark Set boat to  set the  Leeward Mark, if 
needed.

2:01 Make the Warning Signa l for the next Class. Repeat starting 
procedure for subsequent Classes if needed.

After All Classes 
Start ed ·

Monitor wind direction and speed for possible necessity of Changing 
The Position Of Marks or Shortening The Course . Continue to be 
watchful for boats or people in distress and be able to provide 
assistance.

About Halfway 
Through Race

Measure and Record Wind Speed



As lead boats round 
final mark

Consider moving Finish Line flag to staff near horn control. 
Make clear assignments of line sight/horn controller, recorder/ 
time reader.

Finish Record boat s' elapsed time and sail number as they cross the 
finish line. Measure and Record Wind Speed.
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When last boat 
rounds the 
Windward Mark for 
last time in the
race

Begin to evaluate the position of the Windward Mark and if it 
should be repositioned for the next race.

Once all boats are 
finished

Check to see if there are any boats unaccounted for and resolve 
any issues. If more races are scheduled, check starting line for 
length  and angle  to  the  wind. Adjust if  needed. Prepare  to 
sound Courtesy Signal.

Courtesy Signal Repeat procedures from previous race

Final boat finishes 
last race of the day

Have Mark Set boats recover  all marks. Secure  equipment  on 
RC Signal Boat except horn, raise anchor and return to Club. All 
RC boats should ensure no one needs assistance. Escort boats
returning to the Club.

Dock RC Boats Sound horn to begin protest filing period, record time on score 
sheet. Secure all gear in proper places. Turn off all radios. Raise 
engines. Secure keys.

REHASH Post RC Docking Time. Unlock beverages. Distribute score 
sheets. Accept any Protests and record time of submission.

RC Dock +30 Min. End Protest Filing Period. Continue to accept Protests and 
record time submitted.

Rehash + 1 Hour End REHASH. Lock beverages. Turn of the lights and fans if no 
one remains. Forward any Protests to Fleet Captain. Go your 
own way.
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OTHER FLAGS YOU NEED TO KNOW

X: Blue cross on a white background. It means that one or more boats have started prematurely. 
The race committee may, but is not obligated to, inform the guilty boat(s). This flag will be lowered 
when all premature boats have returned or after 4 minutes, whichever comes first.

FIRST SUBSTITUTE: This is a triangular flag with blue edges top and bottom and a yellow 
center. This flag indicates a General Recall. Everybody starts over. New start sequence, etc.

I: Yellow flag with solid black circle at center. This indicates that Rule 30.1 (the around-the 

ends rule) is in effect at the start.

BLACK FLAG: This flag is all black. It means that any boat on the course side of the start 
line
within a minute prior to the start is disqualified.

Y: Diagonal red and yellow stripes. This flag means that all competitors are required to wear 

personal buoyancy.

L: Diagonal yellow and black squares, two each. Ashore, it means that a notice to competitors 
has been posted. Afloat, it means come within hail or follow me.

M : Blue Flag with white X. This flag means, "The mark is missing. Round me instead of the 
missing mark."

S: White with blue square. This flag means, "The course has been shortened. The finish is 
between this flag and the nearby rounding mark,"



C: Red, white and blue horizontal stripes. This flag means, "The course has been changed." 
Look for compass heading to new mark and/or+ or - sign indicating leg will be longer or shorter.

N: Blue and white checkers. This flag means, "The race has been abandoned." It should be 
accompanied by 3 sound signals.

N over A: This combination means, "Races have been abandoned. Further signals will 
be made.  It should be accompanied by 3 sound signals.



ALL ABOUT THOSE RACE COMMITTEE FLAGS

by Morgan Stinemetz, Bubba Whaitz'  dad.

Here it is race day. You've polished up your boat. Polished up your good manners so you won' t abuse 
your crew. And you are ready to race. But are you?

Do you know that the start sequence for sailboat races has been a five-minute countdown series since 

2001? If your club is still using the old 10-minute system, someone needs to take the 21st century by 
the horns and get things modified.

So, here's how the sequence goes.

If everything is on schedule, when you get out to the committee boat you will see an orange flag that 
delineates the committee boat end of the start line. If things are running late, you will  see the orange flag 

and the AP signal. That's a red and white pennant, which is also

called the Answering Pennant.

When the AP comes down, it signifies one minute until the class flag is raised. The class flag 
is the one which is so designated by the Sailing Instructions. So, at this point, there are six minutes 
until the start.

The Class Flag goes up at five minutes before the start and remains up until the start. This is a warning 
flag only. The Rules of Racing (RRS) don't kick in for another minute. It is accompanied by a sound 
signal.

The   P (Preparatory) flag goes up at four (4) minutes before the start. The P flag is blue with a 
white, square center. It is accompanied by a sound signal. This flag will remain up for three minutes.

The   P flag comes down at one minute before the start. It is accompanied by a sound signal.

The only flag still up is the Class Flag.

START: The Class Flag comes down. It is accompanied by a sound signal. You should be at or very near 
the starting line going fast.
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